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By understanding the similarities and differences between the two things, we can increase our understanding and learn more about both. This usually involves an analytical process in which we compare both the specific parts and the whole. The comparison may also be the initial stage of the evaluation.
For example, by comparing A and B specific aspects, we can decide which is more useful or valuable. Many of the paragraphs whose task is to compare or contrast begin with the introductory sentence expressed in general terms. X differs from Y in many respects. X differs from Y in a number of
important ways. There are several important differences between X and Y. However, contrary to previous findings, no evidence was found for X. A descriptive case study differs from the exploratory study because it uses ... Jones (2013) found dramatic differences in rate decline x y and Z. Women and
men differ not only in physical characteristics, but also in how they ... Xs nervous system displays are significantly different from Ys's in a number of important relationships. Smith (2003) found significant significant differences between X and Y. Both X and Y share many basic features. There are many
similarities between X and Y. The effect of X on human health is similar to Y. Both X and Y generally occur in safe environments. These results are similar to those presented (Smith et al. 1999). This definition is similar to that of (Smith, 2001), who writes: The rate of return is similar to that of comparable
studies (e.g. Smith et al. 1999). The approach used in this study is similar to that of other researchers. The studies have compared Xs in humans and animals and found that they are essentially identical. Comparing and contrast language writing in a selected topic requires comparison and contrast with
other facts or people's opinions. Comparing and confrontation helps to find similarities and differences. Nouns Adjectives, other examples Nouns and nouns Adjectives more or less important than, could be other parts of speech: verbs, e.g. different, different, different, different, contrasting, pronouns, e.g.
different, regardless. Some examples from the academic book Second Language Research Methods (Seliger, H.W., Shohamy, E., 1995): In reviewing literature, researchers may also be exposed to studies similar to those they intend to conduct. (p. 68) The fact that the stages of development are different
in boys and girls, for example, can lead researchers to examine differences between genders or other variables such as personality, learning styles and motivation. (p. 69) It is necessary to distinguish between the sources used, such as indices, computer searches, bibliography lists, etc., and actual and
specific material such as journal articles, reviews, etc. (p. 69) ... heuristic science is more inductive and more likely to reach a new insight into the phenomena being explored........ On the other hand, the deductive science will make assumptions and try to predict cause-and-effect relationships or
coexistence phenomena. (pp. 88–89) Unlike descriptive studies, qualitative studies avoid the creation of research questions or hypotheses or, a priori, the identification of any variable that becomes the focus of the research. Now try to formulate a sentence related to your thesi. Podcast downloads.
Problems? Too slow? You can also access the Podcast by clicking here. This message disappears when then the podcast is fully loaded. Compare and contrast is a general form of academic writing, either an essay type alone, or as part of a larger essay that contains one or more paragraphs that
compare or contrast. This page provides information on what to compare and contrast the essay is, how to structure this type of essay, how to use the compare and contrast structure of words, and how to make sure that you use the relevant criteria for comparison/contrast. It is also an example of
comparing and contrasting an essay on the subject of communication technology, as well as some exercises to help you practice in this area. To compare, you have to explore how things are similar, while the contrast is seen in how they differ. The comparison and contrast essay therefore looked at the
similarities between two or more objects and differences. This essay type is common at the university, where lecturers often test their understanding, asking you to compare and contrast two theories, two methods, two historical periods, two characters from the novel, etc. Sometimes the whole essay is
compared and contrasted, although sometimes comparison or contrast can be only part of the essay. It is also possible, especially in short exam essays, that only discusses similarities or differences, not both. See examples below. Structure There are two main ways to structure the compare and contrast
essay, namely using a block or point-by-point structure. For a block structure, all information about one compared/contrast object is first provided, and all information about the other object is listed later. This type of structure is similar to the block structure that is used for cause and effect and problem
solving essays. In the case of a point structure, each similarity (or difference) for one object is immediately followed by a similarity (or difference) for another object. Both structures have their advantages. The first is easier to write, while the latter is generally clearer as it ensures a clearer level of
similarities/differences. two types of structure, block and dot point are shown in the diagram below. BlockIntroduction Object 1 - Item 1 Object 1 - Item 2 Object 1 - Point 3 Transition sentence/ paragraph object 2 - Dot 1 Object 2 - Dot 2 Object 2 - Point 3 Conclusion Point-by-pointIn-board Point 1 Object 1
▌ Object 2 Object 2 Object 2 Object 2 Object 1 ▌ Object 2 Object 2 Object 2 Object 2 Object 1 - Object 1 - Object 1 - Object 1 - Object 2 - Object 2 Object 1 - Object 2 Object 1 - Object 2 Conclusion Compare and Contrast Structural Words Compare and Contrast Structural Words which show similarities
or differences. Below are some common examples: Compare examples of contrast When comparing or contrasting, it's important to make it clear which criteria you're using. Find out the following example, which contrasts with two people: Here the criteria are unclear. Although this sentence has contrast,
the contrast criteria are not the same. Aaron is used for height (high) and strength (strong). We expect similar criteria to use bruce (maybe he is short and weak), but instead we have new criteria, namely appearance (beautiful) and intelligence (intelligent). This is a common mistake for students when
writing this type of passage or essay. Compare the following criteria with much clearer criteria (words in the contrast structure shown in bold). An example of the essay below is a compare and contrast essay. This essay uses a point-point structure. Click on different areas (shaded boxes on the right) to
highlight the different structural aspects of this essay, ie similarities, differences and structure of words. This highlights not only the paragraphs, but also the thesis and summary, because they repeat the comparisons and contrasts in the main body. Title: There has been a lot of progress in the field of
technology over the last fifty years. They have changed the way we interact with people who are far away. Compare and contrast the methods of communication that were used today with those used earlier. Compare Contrast 1 2 Compare transitions Contrast transitions Before the advent of computers
and modern technology, people interact over long distances to use traditional tools such as stars and phone. Today, we have a large number of communication tools that can accomplish this task, from e-mail to instant messaging and video calls. Although current and past means of communication are
similar in their overall form, they differ in their speed and choice of available means. One similarity between current and earlier methods of communication relates to the form of communication. In the past, in addition to oral forms such as phone calls, both forms were often used, such as letters. Similarly,
people nowadays use both forms. As in the past, written forms of communication are common, such as e-mail and text messaging. In addition, oral forms, including telephone, mobile phone and voice messages via instant messaging services, are still used. However, there are clearly many differences in
how we go long distances, the most notable of which is speed. This is most evident in relation to written forms of communication. Earlier, letters would take days to reach your destination. By contrast, the email arrives almost instantly and can be read seconds after sending. In the past, if it were necessary
to send a short message, for example at work, you could forward a memo around the office, which would take time to circulate. This is different from the current situation where a text message can be sent immediately. Another important difference is the choice of communication methods. Fifty years ago,
the means available for long-distance communication were mainly telephone and letter. By comparison, there are a large number of communication methods available today. These include not only the phone, letter, email and text messages already mentioned, but also video conferencing through
software such as Skype or mobile apps such as WeChat, and social media such as Facebook and Twitter. In conclusion, communication methods have made significant progress over the last fifty years. Although there are some similarities, such as forms of communication, there are significant
differences, mainly in relation to the speed of communication and the choice of existing communication tools. There is no doubt that the technology will continue in the future, and the advanced tools we use today may one day also be obsolete. Compare Contrast 1 2 Compare Transitions Contrast
Transitions As a website? Try the books. Enter your email to receive a free sample of Academic Writing Genres, part of the EAP Foundation series of books. Below is a checklist of compare and contrast essays. Use it to check your writing, or become a peer (another student) to help you. You need to sign
up to watch the exercises. If you don't already have an account, you can sign up for free. Register forgot password to re-send activiation email
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